XTX Linkage Kit 2012 10 23 For the latest update: http://www.starsuspensions.com/xtxa.pdf
Installation instructions for the linkage kit to improve the XTX type rear suspension geometry.
The kit can be installed without removing the suspension of the snowmobile. The instructions are
for these conditions. If you can remove the suspension of the snowmobile, we can assume that you
have enough mechanical skill to properly install the kit by yourself.
The kit consists of two parts:
A) FRONT PART: new support for the central shock. This support changes the progressivity of the
central shock for a more even distribution of the vehicle weight.
B) REAR PART: hinge for the rear swingarm suspension. The hinge mechanism changes the
progressivity of the rear swingarm and reduces friction. The result is a more efficient
suspension travel.

Tools and supplies:
- key and sockets 8 mm, 10 mm, 12 mm, 14 mm, 17 mm, 19 mm, 30 mm (in the toolbox of the
snowmobile) and ½”
- Allen key 4 mm
- external snap ring pliers
- drill and drill bit 10 mm or 25/64"
- Loctite or equivalent
- grease gun

A) FRONT PART:
1) Lift the rear of the snowmobile at a good height. Make sure it is done with safety in mind,
and that it poses no danger during the installation process.
2) Remove the transfer limiter straps at the front of the suspension. Also remove the
aluminium shaft.

3) Remove the bolts from the shaft of the wheels that are at the bottom of the center shock.
4) Untight the bolts of the front swingarm so you can broaden the suspension rails to help
reassembly.
5) Remove the bolt from the top of the shock.
6) Remove the bolt that attaches the shock linkage to the front swingarm.
7) Remove the shock, shaft and wheels as well as the suspension linkage.
8) Install the shock on the new support from the kit . Assemble 11 mm thick aluminium
spacers both side of the shock, between the support plates. Do not tighten the nut yet.
ATTENTION :

Be carefull with support plates orientation.
The curve must be downside. Compare with
pictures.

Assemble all parts as per pictures.

9) Tighten the all bolts and use some Loctite.
10) Install the transfer limiter straps. Most peoples prefer pulling one hole from the longest
setting. In the stock arrangement itself, these straps easily get damaged by the track. If
they break, it could also damage the suspension, especially the tie-rods of the rear shock.
This could also happen with the new kit. To avoid negative consequences, it is best to
recalibrate the central shock absorber with the specifications of the kit. Then, broken
limiter straps would not cause damage anymore.

B) REAR PART (HINGE):
1) With the back of the sled raised, unhook the stems of the rear springs by rotating the
plastic blocks forward. Then carefully lift the springs and let them down along the track.
This is a dangerous operation since the springs can contract violently and cause injury. Be
careful!
2) Also loosen the rear wheel axle to give you a little bit of play between the aluminium rails.
3) Remove the two bolts from the axis of the rear swingarm with a 14 mm tool.

4) Remove the two grease zirks on the aluminium slide block of the rear swingarm with an 8
mm tool.

5) Remove the two bolts that hold the aluminium slide block to the rear swingarm with two 14
mm tools.
6) Remove the slide block.

7) Take off the snap rings to remove the two sliding tubes.
8) Install the 40mm PVC spacers on the sliding tubes and reassemble the slide block as well
as the snap rings.

9) Tighten the transfer adjustment nuts to take out any play, but do not apply any pressure
before locking them.
10) Reassemble the slide block in the suspension as well as the grease nipples (which are not
useful anymore).
11) Remove the steel reinforcing plates that supported the axis of the rear swingarm.
12) Install the kit aluminium reinforcement plate on the rails: in the rear hole, install the original
bolt and aluminium spacing axle and then, in the front hole, install the 8 mm x 25 mm bolt
with a nut supplied in the kit. (The front aluminium spacing axle will be installed in the
holes just above, with the 215 mm PVC pipe.)
13) Put some Loctite.

14) Install the 215 mm PVC pipe on the original front spacing axle and install everything in the
top holes of the aluminum plates. Use the original bolts and the ¼" aluminum washers of
the kit between the plates.
15) Put some Loctite.
16) Drill the hole in the bottom of the plates. It will become the pivot of the lower hinges. Drill
size 10 mm or 25/64".

17) Assemble the hinge on the rear swingarm. The aluminium shaft is in the top arm. The
grease nipples of the hinges should point forward. Ensure that the original plastic bushings
are in good condition; if not, replace them. Keep the original black spacer between the two
sliding arms. The original steel shaft is now installed at the bottom of the hinge with the
104 mm PVC spacer in the center and the 30 mm notched PVC spacers on each side. On
rare occasions, the original steel shaft is slightly to wide, especially at the extremities. We
usually correct the shaft using sand-paper.

18) Put the external idler wheels with the 10 mm x 90 mm bolts provided (a little longer than
the original ones), to secure the bottom of the hinge.

19) Install the provided 8 mm x 25 mm bolts with the kit nuts and ¼" aluminium washers into
the top rear holes to increase overall rigidity.
20) Put some Loctite.

C) SETUP:
•
•
•
•
•

Center shock spring must have a lot of preload. This is much related to rider weight. This spring
is a little bit weak. 200 lbs or more riders usually end-up full tight on the treads. Not enough
preload on the center spring usually give some ski-lift going into a corner (off-throttle situation).
Rear springs at the soft position in almost any situation. Go stiffer if the rider is very heavy, or if
two-up or luggage.
Control weight transfer while accelerating with the limiter straps. Remember, for trail riding, the
limiter straps should not be tight with the rider on the sled. Start with the limiters at the longest
setting. Almost everybody likes to pull one hole on the limiters.
Front skis shocks springs must not have any preload. Lower front end give less dynamic
transfer (on- throttle) and reduce the need to use the limiter straps for accelerating out of a
corner.
Track tension have a “back to front” coupling effect on the rear suspension. This is a good
benefit. Don’t run the track to loose. Stay within Yamaha recommendations.

